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Movex Kick Starts Business
Processes at ESSA
Management at Grupo Estampaciones Sabadell (ESSA)
has improved considerably since the startup of its initial
Movex project.The group now has better stock control,
since Movex provides a reliable way of checking stock
status at any given time. Previously there was a lot of
improvisation in ESSA’s manufacturing process; since
implementing Movex the group has experienced
firsthand the many benefits offered by Intentia’s powerful
production planning tools.

“Intentia’s presentation of its product, Movex, was
better from the very beginning, which made us
think we could cooperate on equal terms and get
reliable service. We were right.”
Amadeo Coca, Management Control Director, Grupo
Estampaciones Sabadell (ESSA)

Business Benefits
In 1995 ESSA acquired a new plant, which was incorporated into
the existing one in Polinyà (Barcelona). ESSA previously worked
with customized applications, but after this acquisition it was
necessary to implement a system that would support Y2K
management. The problem with the old system was that
processes were not integrated because most of the software
development was carried out by people who no longer worked
for the group. As a result, the applications ESSA was using could
not provide the functionality that the strong growth of the group
had made necessary. For example, ESSA needed multi-company
management functionality that would be able to support the
strategic business plan that it wanted to set up.
In seeking a new management software application ESSA had two
key requirements: it wanted a solution that would to be able to
integrate all the processes in all group companies and it wanted
an implementation that would be completed within a short
period of time.

The Company
Grupo Estampaciones Sabadell (ESSA) is a group of companies
that carries out several different activities in the auxiliary area of
the automobile industry. Most of the doors, hoods and ceilings
used in the majority of cars manufactured in Spain and around
the world are manufactured by ESSA. The group’s wide range of
tool-making, stamping and assembly installations allows it to
manufacture anything from small parts to the entire side piece of
an automobile.
The group’s operations in Spain include plants in Palau de
Plegamans, Polinyà, Les Franqueses, Sabadell (Barcelona) and
Almussafes (Valencia). At the beginning of 1998 it inaugurated a
new plant in the Czech Republic—par t of its ambitious
internationalization policy.
As a result of the ‘Total Quality’ policy implemented by the group,
it has earned ISO 9002 certification. ESSA has also been awarded
the Generalitat de Catalunya’s Quality Prize.

Why Movex?
ESSA’s key requirements for its new system were an easy
implementation and a flexible and feasible project. Moreover, the
new system had to allow people to work with several divisions
and plants, be EDI-enabled and include components that handled
product and engineering data, manufacturing and financial
consolidation.
The system had to be perfectly integrated and equipped with
functionality and technology based on AS/400. It also had to be
user-friendly, offering users the opportunity to browse easily
around panels. ESSA evaluated several suppliers, including JDE,
BPCS and MACPAC. When it evaluated Movex, the company felt
it had found a strong product that would not crash.
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“After analyzing several different
solutions, we chose Movex
because it was the solution we
liked best. From that day on,
things have evolved swiftly. …
[Since implementation] we have
noticed that its advantages are
coming to the surface in all
levels of the organization with
significant improvements in
processes such as planning and
stock control.”
Albert Carmona, IT Manager, Grupo
Estampaciones Sabadell (ESSA)

“Intentia’s presentation of its product, Movex, was better from the
very beginning, which made us think we could cooperate on
equal terms and get reliable service. We were right,” comments
Amadeo Coca, management control director at ESSA.
“After analyzing several different solutions, we chose Movex
because it was the solution we liked best. From that day on, things
have evolved swiftly. … [Since implementation] we have noticed
that its advantages are coming to the surface in all levels of the
organization with significant improvements in processes such as
planning and stock control,” explains Albert Carmona, IT manager
at ESSA.

The Implementation
A pressing requirement during the four-month implementation
was the inclusion in the project of a company that ESSA had
recently acquired. This was necessary in order to get the new
company certified by the main automobile manufacturers. (It
would not be certified without the new system in place, since its
old data systems were extremely unstable.) Happily, Movex
version 8 was implemented within the agreed period of time.The
installation was swift and there were very few modifications.
By the end of 1995 Movex was up and running, supporting
management, production, logistics, purchasing, engineering and
costing at the company’s Palau plant.The only significant difficulties
ESSA encountered during the implementation were in the area of
user adaptation.
At the beginning of the following year the integration of the
system at the plant in Polinyà, Barcelona, was undertaken.
Together, the Palau and Polinyà plants account for more than 90
percent of ESSA’s turnover. Once version 8 was up and running
at the Polinyà plant, ESSA initiated a new project to install version
9 in both plants.
When that was complete, the next step was to implement Movex
to handle management and financial control processes for all
companies in the group, with a special focus on consolidation and
coordination areas among companies.
“It has been a continuous process of adaptation. When we
migrated from version 9 to 11 we did a little reengineering and
deleted modifications made in version 9—some of them because
now they were covered by the standard version and others
because we have changed our processes a little to fit the product
better,” Carmona says.
At present, all of the company’s business processes are integrated
with Movex and the system is available to 90 users.

Future Plans
In view of possible developments in the future, ESSA has decided
to implement Intentia’s Advanced Production Planner (APP) in
order to improve its existing resource scheduling.“We decided to
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include it after some demonstrations,” Carmona explains. “We
trust the consultants who have participated in our Movex
projects. They convinced us to implement it.”

About the Solution
Movex supports the following business processes at ESSA:
financial management, financial control, business management,
distribution, material handling, purchasing, product management,
planning and manufacturing.
Platform: IBM AS/400, mod.720, running OS/400 and DB2.
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About Grupo Estampaciones Sabadell
Grupo Estampaciones Sabadell (ESSA) is a group of
companies that stamp and weld metal components for
automobiles. Most of the doors, hoods and ceilings used in the
majority of cars manufactured in Spain and around the world
have the trademark of this Catalonian company. ESSA counts
the main automobile manufacturers in the world among its
customers. With a turnover in excess of EUR 192 million and
more than 1,100 employees, ESSA is the third largest
company in the European automobile industry.

